
Grade One

Quarter 1: Sound
SS Unit Mystery Sci PBA
1-PS4-1. Plan and conduct investigations to provide
evidence that vibrating materials can make sound and
that sound can make materials vibrate.
1-PS4-4. Use tools and materials to design and build
a device that uses light or sound to solve the problem
of communicating over a distance.*

Quarter 2: Light
1-PS4-2. Make observations to construct an
evidence-based account that objects can be seen
only when illuminated.
1-PS4-3. Plan and conduct an investigation to
determine the effect of placing objects made with
different materials in the path of a beam of light.

Quarter 3: Night and Day
1-ESS1-1. Use observations of the sun, moon, and
stars to describe patterns that can be predicted.
1-ESS1-2. Make observations at different times of year
to relate the amount of daylight to the time of year.

Quarter 4:  Plants and Animals
1-LS1-1. Use materials to design a solution to a
human problem by mimicking how plants and/or
animals use their external parts to help them survive,
grow, and meet their needs.*
1-LS1-2. Read texts and use media to determine
patterns in behavior of parents and offspring that help
offspring survive.
1-LS3-1. Make observations to construct an
evidence-based account that young plants and
animals are like, but not exactly
like their parents.

Science & Engineering Practices

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining

problems (for engineering)

2. Developing and using models

3. Planning and carrying out investigations

4. Analyzing and interpreting data

5. Using mathematics and computational

thinking

6. Constructing explanations (for science) and

designing solutions (for engineering)

7. Engaging in argument from evidence

8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating

information

Engineering and Design Performance
Embedded throughout units:

*Smithsonian incorporates the Engineering Standards
required.

1- Sound Unit

1-ETS1-1. Ask questions, make observations, and
gather information about a situation people want to
change to define a simple problem that can be solved
through the development of a new or improved object
or tool.
1-ETS1-2. Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or
physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object
helps it function as needed to solve a given problem.
1-ETS1-3. Analyze data from tests of two objects
designed to solve the same problem to compare the
strengths and weaknesses of how each performs.

NGSS Practices Rubrics, Grade 1 Curr Folder,Grade 1 NGSS Unwrapped

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LUDqUBOh8bvniGOmkQRK2GzP6I2A12oH/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=110739577008173965791&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://mysteryscience.com/light/light-sound-communication
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1t0-R_czXvgw5ucMo-v8Shkm6sHQeZ2Y19Yx5bOPCZ3E/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XwWy1f7EThsxcMiMZ2qQFps4RH48v_CwNd6UXkrQzCE/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1dX6ojkhsD_ePlLGPklmnNcQ9NkS_90RP?usp=sharing

